
Life is a Learning Curve

How can we become aware
that all life is of a most precious affair?

How to recognise
life is of a most-est of preciousness?

How to undertake to learn
from those of a mistaken belief
that all of everyone and every single species
and things unknown, unseeing
belong to one enormity of a life-living mystery?
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However am I to explain
the meaning of a life
living full of experience and dreaming?
How to completely ignore
the value and worth of a life so precious
and yet daily more and more war?

                 ------0------

The whole of one person’s life
is of a mysteriousness complexity,
valuable, unbelievable
considerably unique to one and all.

So why destroy and or defame
the value of a life
and physical and mysteriously uniqueness
of a mind or both the brain?

So much to become known.

So much life uncertain
and often rugged as any uneven,
unknown prior travel terrain.

But of that of an uneven-ness,
God as mystery as a consciousness,
as unknown life force,
must under some form of energy,
does to our own life’s mystery exist.
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Sure, not a religion of an institution,
but of a self to self force of an energy
so explicit to become our way, path or road,
our own life learning curve.

------0----–

Love is not a peculiarity,
a solid form
of a normal individual experience
without doubt a question of
who am I to be here, feel as sense,
feel as an emotionally-charged expression
and without a doubt to say so clearly again and again
the, why am I me and supposed to be and or do?

Who is …
the most illustrious form
so vigilant, particular frame
physically and too psychologically
and that of my own gene pool,
to those of my own unique present and past,
those of my own now
when I no longer live and too them and so on?

Who is …
this one and only one life
in all its developing stages and why?

Why now? Why me?
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Why them,
my ancestral tribe I do belong
and then too
who oh yes who is that of a mind source,
brain communication source,
that of a most incredible life-living energy
whom lives and through me exists too?

Who?

Who is this me,
individual learning curve, entail?

Who is this of another self or me,
not of a most unique being physical
but of a newly acquired intelligence
superior to my own life’s learning
and ability or extent?

The answers, purely mystery, purely me,
the beneficial to all my very self available
when I am aware, have time to care
and in whom I too value
as a source greater than of  my own
to become voice as a source
of a most profoundness of a mysteriousness,
that does in fact exist when time
in a thoughtful pose, listen to with intent hear.

                  ------0------
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How?

How to be so ignorant with this
of a most amazing enormity available
and as a thought, vision or dream content?

How, when I am so blameless,
shameless
and arrogantly disposed?

And do I care, value or consider
I am to me, the self of a worldly
and often destructively disposed
world view, belief and or understanding?

How, when I do not consider
my own specific data flow
as invaluable but ignore?

Can I become ever more aware
of my own self, frame of ingeniousness?

How to undertake change?

Simply learn,
that of a life, is a learning curve,
learning more, rather than to lessen that form,
frame physical and too psyche, soul, self,
part of a human and being’s consciousness pool,
cosmically attired, wired and sourced?
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God-given sure, but where from?

The sky, heaven or church building,
environmental, experimental
or psychological?

Answer:

Within you, yourself, human and physical,
human and physically living energetically;
human and individually sourced, form fed,
understood –

the life is a learning curve

and with that is the you greater form
as too when birthed and born,
that of a most profound form:
a type of mystical undertaking,
experiencing and exploring,
creatively engaging and sharing
to provide a sense of worth,
validity to a life … your own
and too all species seeing and unknown.

However,
in the decision making of who one is,
there are people who are to rely on you
and of your growth in understanding
of your own life journey and possible potential.
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These are of a supportive
and creative undertaking, consciously
and in that of a worldly view
to alter, adjust and inform, at a thought type level,
to ensure thought as ideas, points of view
are being considered, reflected and decided upon,

to ensure one’s own survival

and survival of earth
and all that of a consciousness pool,
cosmically and genius-ly developed
to engage, learn and value
as you are too part of this enormity
of dynamically charging mystery.

                  ------0------
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Value you, as you,

not be
what is not a possibility now,
not ever … but now.

                                ------0------
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